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• June 1991 
The Informal Study Group on Exchange of Development Information 
was formed in the recognition that, with the inaeasing scarceness of 
financial resomces for development activilies, close cooperation 
among donor agencies is needed to p!CVCllt duplicadon of effon and 
wastage of tesomces. 
It is essential that donors improve their ability to share information 
about development activilies with the objective of making their 
contribution to economic and social development more effective. 
Many issues must be JeSOlved before a plan of action for effective 
inf onnation sharing can be formulated and implemented. One of the 
issues is the development of common JeCOrd formats to facilitate the 
exchange of computerized information among donor agencies. The 
proposed Common Exchange Format for Development Activity 
Information (CEFDA) described in 1his document has been designed 
by the Database Survey Steering Group, consisting of infonnation 
expens from ACOS, IDRC, UNDP and USAID . 
--
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Introduction 
I. What Is the proposed Common Exchange Fonnat tor Development 
Activity Information'/ 
The proposed Common Exchange Fomw for Development Activity 
Information (hereafter ref med to as the CEFDA or the Common· 
Exchange Fonnat) has been designed to promote and facilitate the 
sharing, within the development community, of computerized 
information about development activities. 
Development activities are" ... those activities of a development co-
operation character that seek to mobilize or increase the potential and 
capacities of countries to promote economic and social development 
and welfare, including the nnsfer of resources to developing 
·countries or regions in a tangible or intangible form01 
The proposed CE.FDA is a minimum set of data fields required to 
identify and describe a development activity. Exchange partners may 
agree to add other information beyond the minimum required by the 
• 
CEFDA if they wish. • 
The format is designed for retrieval of information by subject, 
geographical area, and organmtion. It is not designed for the 
management of tinancial flows, for comparative analysis, or for the 
keeping of statistics. 
The CEFDA is not intended to be used for the creation of a large 
centralized database on development activity information. It could be 
used. however, as a general guide by organizations wishing to design 
their own intanal development activity database. 
The proposed CEFDA is not tied to any particular computer software. 
Nor is it modeled on any one exisdng information system. It bu been 
designed to be hospitable to: 
• the whole range of pouible development activities, from 
development projects to capital transfers; 
'United Nalions. Gencnl As.anbly. Reaolulim 35181 of S Decanba', 1980. 




• June 1991 
• the points of view of the whole range of funding organizations, 
from those that provide funding for gencnl programmes.of 
development, to chose lhat design and fund specific development 
projects; 
• existing development activity informalion systrmS. which include 
financial data as well as ICXtU8l information describing the 
purpose. scope, budget and results of an activity. 
The proposed CEFDA consists of: 
• a m:ad structure, in the form of a list of data fields, and 
• guidelines as to the content of each field (the field descriptions). 
Each field is identified by a name and a three-digit tag. The field 
descriptions are in numerical Older of field tag. 
Use of the fields is considered 10 be either "essential" (the data 
element must appear in the record), "supplementary" (the data element 
should appear if the information is available in the source record), or 
"optional" (the data element may appear at the discretion of the 
reporting organiz.ation). A more detailed description of these terms 
will be fcu."ld in Section V of the Inttoduction. 
All of the fields are of variable length. No indication is given as to the 
maximum length of each field. This charac1eristic will depend on the 
requirements of the source database or of the exchange partner. 
Guidance as to the repearability of the field is given in many of the 
field descriptions. Where no guidance is given. the repeatability of the 
field will depend on the requirements of the source database or of the 
exchange partner. 
None of the fields in lhe CEFDA are subfielded. If they are subfielded 
in the source database, the subfields may be retained in the data 
exported through the CEFDA at the discretion of the exchange 
partners. 
The CEFDA does not make provision for use of particular languages 
or character sets. It is expected that exchange panners will come to an 
agreement regarding language and character sets that are mutually 
acceptable . 
7 
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II. Relationship of organlz.atlons to development activity 
Development activity may be likened to a tree. Each activity has 
branches to more activity. At each leve~ a different organimion takes 
the leading role. 
The organiDlions involved do not necessarily take a global view of 
the whole ne. Each is concerned primarily with its branch of the tree. 
The record it maintains of its activity reflects its own viewpoint 
In this manual, special terminology has been adopted to accomodate 
the shifting viewpoints. 
Thus, for the pmposes of the CEFDA: 
• The organi7.alion reponing an activity, whether it funds the 
activity from its own regular budget or whether it funds it using 
exttabudgetary or external resources, is termed the "funding 
organi7.alion." 
• The organi7.alion to which the "Funding Organiz.ation" provides 
funds for the sPecific purpose of implementing that panicular 
.-
activity (the next branch of the tree) is termed "executing entity." • · 
Note that the Executing Entity is the organimion that is the direct 
' 
recipient of the funds provided by the 'lf'unding Organization." In 
some cues, the Executing Entity will use the funds to implement a 
specific activity; in other cases the Executing Entity will be the 
final beneficiary of the activity. 
• The organinrion that provided exuabudgetary or external funding 
to the "Funding Organimtion," earmmked specifically for that 
· particular activity, is tamed "funding source." 
Junf 1111. • 
• 
Level 4 organizations 
Level 3 organizations 
Level 2 organizations 
Level 1 organization 
• 
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The following diagram expiesses these relalionships in terms of a ttee: 
____ ,__ 
From a global viewpoint, Organization A provides funds to 
Organiz.ations B. C and D. to implement specific development 
activities that, in tum. give assistance to organizations E. F. G. H, I. 
and J. They. in their tum, fund development activities in instin.itions K. 
L. M. N, O. P, etc. 
From its own point of view. Organization A is a "funding 
organization," and Organizations B. c. and D are executing entities. 
When Organization A shares data through the CEFDA. it will repon 
only levels 1 and 2. 
From its point of view, Organi7.ation Bis a "funding organization," 
while organiz.ation E and F are executing entities and Organization A 
is a funding source. When Organization B shares data through the 
CE.FDA. it will repon levels 1, 2 and 3. 
From the point of view of Organization E. it is a "funding 
organiwion," Organimion B is the funding source, and 
Organimions K and L are execu1ing entities. Organi7.ation E will 
report levels 2, 3 and 4. 
Organimions Kand L might in tmn become "funding organimions," 
or they might be the end beneficiaries of the activity~ 
' 
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To illustrate with an example: 
USAID bu provided a grant to the non-governmental organmmon 
CARE to help farmers to install on-fann sprinkler irrigation sysieim in 
P.cuador. CARE will cany out the work in collaboration with the 
P.cuadorean Institute.for Watr:r R~ and the Ministry of Social 
Welfare, Subsecretary of Rural Development 
When USAID :reports the activity through the CEfDA, it Will cite 
itself as "funding organinrion" and CARE as the executing entity. 
When CARE repons the activity through the CEFDA, it will cite itself 
as '-runding organization," USAID as funding source, and the national 
entities -Ecuadorean lnstitue for Wat1:,r Resources and the 
Subsecretary of Rmal Development- as executing entities. 
These two Ecuadorian institutions may, in their nun, be "funding 
organiz.ations," and so on. 
Ill. Standards used In the CEFDA 
The coding of infonnation, where appropriate, in a computeriz.ed 
system has several advantages: 
• it serves to sWldaJdize the data and thus facilitate retrieval; 
• it overcomes the problem of language in a multilingual 
environment 
Existing intenwional standards have been adopted for the the data 
elements listed below. Although participating information systems 
might already be using diff=nt codes, standants do need to be 
promoccd for exchange purposes. his envisaged that systrms will be 
able to create progrum to convert their own internal coded dala to the 
CEFDA standards at the time of dala expott. 
Country/region codes 
To identify the countty or region that is the focus of the development 
activity, the dne-lctta' codes of ISO 3166 have been adopted. 2 
ZJntanalional Orpnirarinn for Slalldanliradon. Codes for the Represenlalioa ol 
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Although ISO 3166 does not include regional codes, it makes 
provision for the creation of regional codes based on user-defined 
groupings. The regional groupings prq>OSed for the CEFDA reflect 
those of the United Nations SWis1ical Office's "Standmd O>untty or 
Area Codes for Sbllisric:al Use."" The tlne-Jcaa' codes adopted to 
represent these groupings were devised by the Uniled Nations 
Advisory Commiuee for the Co-ordination of Information Syste~ 
(ACCIS) following ISO 3166 guidelines. The codes are reproduced in 
Annex L Other geographical, economic or political groupings may be 
created, according to the ner.ds of exchange pannen. To confonn to 
ISO 3166 guidelines. codes for these should begin with "Q." The · 
main~ of codes for other regional groupings Could be 
administered by a future focal point for the CEFDA. 
Language of rerord 
To indicate the language used in the record, ISO 639 has been 
adopted. 4 The codes are reproduced in Annex n. 
Currency 
To identify the currency in which a budget figure is reponed. ISO 
4217 has been adopted.5 The codes are reproduced in Annex Ill 
Date of record 
To indicate the date on which the reconf was last updated, ISO 2014 
bas been adopted. 6 
'United Nadoos. S•arisirjcal Office. Sllmdard Counuy er Area Codes fer SWistical 
Use. New Ymk. U.N., 1982. (ST~A/STAT/SF1UIJ49/Rev2) 
41ncanational Organiwion for SllDdardizacion. Codes fer lhe Reprl*llWi.on of 
Names of Languages. Geneva. JS0, 1988. (ISO 639-1988) 
'Jnumational Organiwion for SllDdardizacion. Codes for 1he Represenwion of 
Currencies and~. 2nd edilion. Geneva. ISO, 1981. (ISO 4217-1981) 
'Jncanational Orpni1.aDon for Sllndardilalion. Wriling of Calendar DaleS in All· 
Nwnezic Fmn. Geneva. ISO, 1976. (ISO 2014-1976) 
11 
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Subject descripton 
Particularly impouant is a standanl means of describing the subject of 
the development acti\lity. The OECD .MacrothesaUl'Us is 
recommended for 1his purpose.7 It is a thesamus of descriptors 
published in tine separate language cdi1ions - English, French and 
Spanish- and widely used in development information systems. 
Provision is also made, however, for the use of a locally maintained 
conttolled voca.bulary for subjects and geographical areas. 
Additional.non-ISO standard codes 
Two sets of standald codes were devised for the CEFDA, one to 
describe the terms of auistance (field 070) and one to indicate activity 
stams (field 080). Because of the multilingual nature of the donor 
community, numerical codes were chosen, rather than alphabetical 
ones. 
Two standards for the proposed CEIDA remain to be developed: 
• 
• a universal subject classification scheme for development • 
activities that will overcome the problem of language inherent in 
12 
the use of desaipr.ors and that will aeate ~ bridge between the 
multitude of thesauri presently in existence;• 
• standard acronyms for the names of organi%.81ions cited in the 
record u "Funding Organiz.ation," Funding Source or Executing 
Entity. 
w. Implementation of"'' CEFDA 
a) Databue and records 
The data of each organiDdon expotltd tluougb the CEFDA will be in 
the fonn of a single dara hue, with one record for each activity. This 
means that an organinrim that maintains information about dift"crent 
'OrpnirNim for F.conamic Co-apaalion and DevelopmenL Maaolbesamus for 
IDfmmaliml PJmssina in 111e FICkl mEcanomic and Social DevdopncnL 4111 
edidon. Paris. OECD, 1991 •. 
1 A field would be added ID die pupoaed CEF ro CODlliD die clusificadon code 
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aspectS of each activity in either separate ICCOlds or separate data 
bases will need to use its own internal linking mechanisms to draw the 
elements together to farm a single ftlCOld before exporting the data. 
For example, an organinrion might use computaized authority files 
to ensure standardization of clcmmts such as orpniz.ation names. A 
code repiesenting the orgurinrion name is entmd in the record 
instead of the full farm of the name. When the reconf is displayed or 
printed, the full fcnn of the name appears 1hrough a link with the 
authority file. This link will also have to be made for exponed data. 
Another organiation might maintain descriptive da1a about projects in 
one databalie (A) and financial management data in another database 
(B). The record exported 1hrough the CEFDA will consist of 
descriptive fields from datah!se A together with the data elements 
concerning Budget description -field 130- from database B. 
b) Physical cha~cteristics 
Exchange panners will need to come to an agreement concerning the 
exchange medium to be used (magnetic tape, diskette, etc.) the 
physical specifications of the data (wheJher it is in ASCII or EBCDIC, 
block ~.(.~.).and the fonnat of the data (ISO 2709 fmmat, tag-data 
fonnat. fi;.;.'41 position format, or relative position format).9 
It should be possible for exchange partners to convert data to or from 
ASCII or EBCDIC using internally available utilities. 
With regard to format. ISO '2700, although developed as an 
international standard for the exchange of bibliographic information, is 
also suitable for the exchange of development activity information. 
The field tagging scheme adopled for the proposed CEfDA conforms 
to ISO 27(1) requirements. 1be ISO '21(1) format is described in 
AnnexV. · 
'lnunabonal Organizalian for Sllndardi1.abon. Formal for Bibliographic 
Information Interchange on Magnecic Tape. Genew. IS0, 1981. (ISO 27()1)-1981) 
13 
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c) Standard codes 
A number of fields in the CEFDA contain codes to represent cenain 
data elements. Some are intenwional standanl codes (such as 
language codes), while odters have been devised for the CEFDA (such 
as activity status). If panicipadng information systems are already 
using different codes to express the same data element. it is envisaged 
tbal it will be pouible to creare programs to convert internal coded 
data to die CEfDA standards at the time of data expon. 
d) Creating fields witb CIDllStant 'Vlllues 
Some data elements nquired by the CEFDA might not be present in 
the source database, but it will usually be possible to create the field 
with the conect value in it for the pmposes of data expon. For 
example, the source database will not need a field for ''Funding 
organimion" since this will always be the organil'Jltion contributing 
the data itself. However, this field can be supplied when the data is 
being converted to the CEFDA with the name of the organil'Jltion as a 
constant value for the field. 
Similarly, the fields for type of activity and currency may be created 
with constant values if all the activities are of the same type and if the 
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V. Headings used In fhe field descriptions 
In the section devoted to field descriptions, each field is described 
under the following beadings: 
Use 
The fields in the CEFDA have been ca1egorized according to the 
importance of cheir use. The following an: the tluee categories of 
importance. 
Essential. This data element must be provided in an exchange of 
development activity information. ~tial data will DOJmally be 
available in the source database or it will be possible to create it at the 
time the data are convened to the CEFDA for expon. 
Supplementary. This data element must be provided if it is available 
in the source database. If it is not available, it may, at the discretion of 
the cooperating organizations, be created at the time the data are 
convened to the CEFDA for export. 
Optional. This data element may be provided at the discretion of the 
reporting organization. 
Purpose 
This section gives a general description of the data element that should 
appear in the field. 
Description 
This section describes in detail the data that should appear in the field. 
Examples 
This section gives examples of possible values for the field. 
Conversion to the mmmon exchange format 
This section has been included for some fields only. It describes 
special situations that might arise in convening data from the source 














I Administrative Data F"aelds 
! 
t-001 Rccard ideotifier 
~ 002· < PnncipaI Ian t f ICCOld guage.a 
• 003 Date of IUOld ... -.. 
Development Activity Identification 
l 010· AClivityID 
020~ AClivity tide 
030 Translated activity title 
040" Funding organi7.ation 
I Development Activity Description 
I .osor C.Ountry/Region 
• • ()(jlJ Type of activity 
. 0'70 Terms of assistance 
071 Terms of assistance notes 
oso·-: Activity status 
090 Executing entity 
~ 100 Funding source 
110· Estimated. planned or actual scan date 
111 Stan date notes 
.120 < Estimated, planned or actual c.ompletion date 
121 Completion dare notes 
130 Budget description 
131 Currency 
· 140 OECD Macrothesawus descriptors 
150 Local descriptors 
l(J() Descriptor notes 
. 170 Abstract 
Development Activity Source Documentation 
·200 Source documenmtion 



























S~uppleme.nwy (should appear if lhc informal.ion is available in the source 
n:ioord) 
{):::()ptional (may appear al chc discretion of lhc reporting organiz.ation) 
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Field 001 is reserved for the record number of the development 
activity. 
Description 
1. The record identifier will usually be the record number of the 
activity in the source daraba~. This information will be useful to. 
exchange partners that have agreed to keep each other informed when 
data exchanged previously have been updated. 
2. This field will never be repeatable. 
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Field 002 is used to indicate the language in which elements such as 
the descriptorS. the absaact and the nores are written. This information 
serves to assist in data retrieval. 
Description 
1. The principal language of the record will usually be the language. 
or one of the languages. of the "funding organization ... 
2. The field should contain the appropriate two-letter language code 
selected from the list in Annex n. 
3. This field will not nmmally be repeatable . 
Examples 
1. The title of the development activity is in Spanish. but the notes, 
the descriptors and the abstract are in F.nglish. English is therefore 
considered to be the principal language of the record 
Content of field 002: en 
2. The title of the development activity, and the noteS; the descriptors 
and the abstract, are in Spanish. There is a translated title in English. 
Spanish is considered to be the principal language of the record. 
Content of field 002: es 
Conversion to the commoo eschange format 
If the principal language of the record is always the same, this field 
can be created, containing 1he appropriate language code as a constant 
value. at the time the data are convened to the CEFDA for export 
19 
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Field 003 is used to indicate the date on which the record was last 
updated by the "funding organiDD.on." This information assists the . 
end user to determine how cum:nt the information contained in the 
ream is. It is also useful to exchange partners that have agreed to 
keep each other informed when data exchanged previously have been 
updated 
Description 
The date the record was last updated should be entered in ISO 2014 
format, that is 
either in the form: yyyy-mm-dd 
or in the form: yyyymmdd 
where yyyy stands for year, mm stands for month and dd stands for 
day.n 
Examples 
· The activity, which was previously in the planning stage, is now on-
going. llS status c:odc has therefore changed. The change to the new 
status code was made in the la:ord on April 12, 1991. 
Content of field 003: Either: 1991-04-12 
Or: 19910412 
"lnttmalianal Organiption fer Sl8ndanlimion. Writing of Calendar'Dares in All-
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Field 010 is used to enter a number, or a combination of letters and 
numbers, used by the "fwxling oiganiDlion" to identify the 
development activity. 
NOTE: The title of the activity is not entered here, but in field 020-
Activity title. 
Description 
1. The Activity Identification (ID) is assigned by the "funding 
organization" to provide a unique means of identifying the activity. It 
usually consists of a combination of letters and numbers and may take 
thefonnof: 
• a proje.ct number, often comprising a country code, a year, and a 
serial numbt;r 
• a contract number 
• a grant number 
• a file nwnber 
• a budget code 
or any other code assigned to the activity to identify iL 
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Field 020 is used to enter the title or name of the development activity 
assigned by the "funding organization." 
Description 
The activity title will appear in free form in the language (or one of the 
languages) of the funding organization. 
Examples 
Lake Basin River Catchment Development 
Apojo a la Ejecucin de los Programas Forestales Prioritarios 
Training and Technical Assistance for Housing, Urban 
• 
Infrastructure and Institutional Development 
Rehabilitation Assistance 
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Field 030 is used to enter a translation of the title or name of the 
development activity entemi in field 020. 
Description 
The nnslated ac1ivity title will appear in the language or languages 
agreed to between the organizations exchanging development 
information. 
Examples 
1. Field 020 (Activity title): 
Regional Wood Energy Development Programme 
Field 030 (franslaled activity title): 
Programme Regional pour le Dveloppement de l'Energie de 
Bois. 
2. Field 020 (Activity title): 
Apoyo a la Ejecucin de los Programas Forestales Prioritarios 
Field 030 (franslated activity title): 
Suppon for the Execution of Priority Forestry Programmes 
Proposed Common Exchange Fonnlf tot Dewlopment Adlvlty lnfolmlllon 
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Field 040 is used to enter the name of the organization funding 
(wholly or in pan) the activity described in the record. The "funding 
orpnintion" is the organization reporting the activity. 
NOTE: The tam "funding organization" appears inside quotation 
marks because it has a special meaning in the context of the CEFDA. 
For more detailed information about the meaning of the term "funding 
organi7.ation." see Section II of the Introduction. 
Description 
The "funding organization" should be entered in free form, in the 
language (or one of the languages) of the organization. Either the full 
name of the organimtion or its acronym may be entered. 
Examples 
UNDP 
Centre International de l 'Enfance 
Australian International Development Assistance Bureau 
Conversion to tbe common exchange format 
If this field is not present in the source daram...se, it should be creared. 
with the name of the reporting agency as a constant value, at the time 













Field 050 is used to indicate the countries and/or regions that are the 
object of the development aclivity. 
Description 
1. The data entered in this field takes the fonn of one or more three-
letter codes selected from the list in Annex I. 
2. If the activity focuses on more than one country, the codes should 
be entered in separate occurrences of the repeatable field. 
3. If the activity focuses on a region, the code for the region should 
be used, rather than the codes for the individual counaies in the 
region . 
4. If uac actlw~ly is not limited to a particular country or region, the 
code QZA (ir.dicating that the geographical coverage is global) should 
be entered in this field 
·Examples 
1. The activity is a project to evaluate and develop wildlife resources 
in Trinidad and Tobago. The code for Trinidad and Tobago is TfO. 
Content of field 050: Tl'O 
2. The activity is a programme in support of community nuaition in · ·· -
the Caribbean countries. The oode for the Caribbean group of 
countries is QNB. 
Content of field 050: QNB 
3. The activity is a project focused on Senegal and Mali. The codes 
for these two countries are SEN and MLl 
-" 
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Content of field OSO: SEN 
MU 
4. The acdvity is a regional training programme covering the 
countries of Nonbcm Africa and Western Asia, as well as Iran. The 
code for Nonhem Africa is QMD. The code for Western Asia is QRE. 
The code for Iran is IRN. 
C.ontent of field OSO: QMD 
QRE 
IRN 
5. The activity is in suppon of an international conference on breast-
feeding. The geographical coverage is therefore considered to be 
global. 
Content of field 050: QZA 
Conversion to the common exchange format 
• 
Reponing organi7.alions that use different codes, or full country or 
region names, should be able to convert the data to the ISO three-letter • 
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Field 060 is used to indica1e the type or mode of development 
assistance being provided by the activity. 
Description 
1. Types or modes of assistance are described in terms such as 
project, non-project assistance, technical assistance, technical 
cooperation, training; research, emergency relief, food aid, capital 
assistance, strJctutal adjusunent, commodity suppon, cash transfers, 
etc. 
2. Data is entered in this field acoording to the terminology used by 
the "funding organization." 
3. If the activity comprises more than one type of assistance, each 
type should be entered in a separate occurrence of the repeatable field. 
Examples 
1. The development activity described in the record is referred to by 
the "funding organiz.ation" as a technical co-operation project 
Content of field 060: Technical co-operation project 
2. The "funding organization" describes its activities as either 
·~ject" or "non-project assistance." The activity described in the 
record consists of the provision of a cash grant for non-project 
assistance. 
Content of field 060: Non-project assistance 
Conversion to the conunon exchange fonnat 
If this field is not present in the dahlbase of the reponing organi7.ation 
because all development activities are of the same type, for example 
.. 
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training, the field may be created, containing a constant value, at the 
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Field 070 is used to indicate the mode of financing used to provide the 
development or economic amstance to the teeipient. 
Description 
1. This field \\ill contain one or more single-digit codes selected 




4 =equity invesnnent 
5 =donation 
6 =other tenns of assistance (in-kind, cost-sharing, debt-for-nature 
swap, etc.) 
2. If the activity involves more than one mode of financing, the 
codes should be en~ in separate occU1TCnces of the repeatable field. 
Examples 
1. The activity described in the record involves the provision of a 
training officer to conduct a training course. The "funding 
organization" considers this type of amistance to be grant-financed. 
Content of field 070: 1 
2. The activity described in the record is the provision of emergency 
relief. It is financed both by grant and in kind 
Content of field 070: 1 
6 
29 
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Conversion to the common exchange format 
Organi2'ations ~g this data element should be able to create the 
codes during the conversion to the CE.FDA 
EHmpte: The ~g organizalion has a separate field to contain 
the figure for each kind of financing. The single-digit codes are 
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Field C171 is used. if neces.sary, to enter information to clarify the 
coded inform.aDon entered in field 070-Terms of assistance. 
Description 
The information in this field is entered in free form using the 
terminology and the language of the reporting organization. 
Examples 
The activity described in the re.cord is the provision off ood aid in 
kind. 
Content of field C170 (Terms of assistance): 6 
Content of field C171 (Terms of assistance notes): In-kind 
31 
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Field 080 is used to indicate the stage at which the development 
activity has reached 
Description 
The field will contain one of the following single-digit codes: . 
1 =planned (from the conceptual stage to just prior to approval) 
2 = ongoing (the activity is approved, is active, but is not yet 
completed) 
3 = completed (the activity is finished, with all approved 
assistance provided) 
4 = cancelled(the activity was approved but was terminated prior 
to plaDncd completion) 
S =in abeyence (the activity has been suspended) 
Examples 
The activity is an on-going project 
Content of field 080: 2 
Conversion to the common exchange format 
It should be possible to conven the status information in the source 
database to the CEfDA codes by a program at the time the data are 
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Field 090 is used to indicate the organir.ation that is the direct recipient 
of funds for canying out the activity desaibed in 1he record. In some 
cases, the direct recipient will use the funds to implement a specific 
activity; in other cmes the direct n:cipient will be the end beneficiary 
of the activity. 
NOTE: For more detailed information about the meaning of the tenn 
Executing Entity within the context of the common exchange format, 
see Section Il of the Introduction. 
Description 
1. The name of the executing entity is entered in the fonn and 
language used by the reporting organi7.ation . 
2. It is recommended that organization names be entered in a 
consistent maru1er lO facilitate retrieval. 
3. If the "funding organir.ation" is provUling funds to more than one 
organization to carry out the development activity described in the 
record. each organiwion name should be entered in a separate 
occurrence of the repeatable field 
Examples 
1. The activity described in the record is a programme to provide 
suppon to a>mmunity nuttition through the Caribbean Food and 
Nutrition Institute. 
Content of field O'JO: Caribbe.an Food and Nutrition Institute 
2. The activity described in the record consists of a grant to the 
Government of Papua New Guinea for the canying out of rural 
development programmes . 
33 
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Content of field 090: GOPNG 
3. The activity described in the recon:l consists of the provision of 
grants to two universities for the carrying out of research. 
Content of field 090: University of Alhena. Dept. Of Ovil 
Engineering, P.dmonton 
Ain Shams University. Dept. ofOvil 
Engineering, Cairo 
4. The activity described in the recon:l consists of a loan to the 
Government of Algeria to finance desert locust control. 
Content of field 090: Govenunentof Algeria 
5. To implement the activity described in the reccmi, the "funding 
organization" sends its own personnel to advise the government of the 
Solomon Islands on labour intensive rural roads construction. 
Content of field 090: Government of the Solomon Islands 
Conversion to the common exchange format 
If the reporting organil.ation uses an automated authority file for 
organization names. as described in Section IV, su~section a) of the 
Introduction, the authority code in this field should be replaced 
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Field 100 is used to indicate the cqanjz.ation or fund that has provided 
resources (external or exuabudgetary) to the "funding organization" 
specifically for the implemcntalion of the development activity 
described in 1hc recmd. 
NOTE: For more detailed information about the meaning of the term 
Funding Source within the context of the common exchange fonnat, 
see Section Il of the lnttoduction. 
Description 
1. This field will contain 1he name of the organization or fund that 
provided extra-budgetary, external, in-kind or other funding suppon to 
the "funding organization" specifically for perf onning this particular 
development activity. 
2. This field should not contain the name of an organization that 
provides extra-budgetary funds to give general support to the "funding 
organi7.ation" itself and that are not designased for any panicular 
development activity. 
3. The name of the funding soun:e is entered in the form and 
language used by the reporting organimion. 
4. It is recommended that cqanjz.ation names be entered in a 
consistent manner to facilitate ~trieval. 
S. If the "funding organinrion" is n:ceiving external resomces from 
more than one organi%.ation specifically to cany out the development 
activity described in the record, each organimtion name should be · 
entered in a separate occurrence of the tqatable field. 
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Examples 
1. The "funding organiz.ation," the International Labour Office 
(ll._0), is reponing a project entitled .. Rural housing reconstruction." 
The funds to carry out the project were provided by the UNDP • 
. Content of field 100: UNDP 
2 Two organU.adons. the United Nations Fund for Population 
Activities (UNFPA) and the United Nations Oilldren's Fund 
(UNICEF), have contributed funds to the "funding organiz.ation" for 
the implemenwion of the activity reported in the record. 
Content of field 100: UNFPA 
UNICEF 
3. The ''funding organiz.ation" has received funds from the United 
Nations Capital Development Fund to implement the activity 
described in the n:cord. 
Content of field 100: UN Capital Development Fund 
• 
4. The "funding organiz.ation" is funding the activity described in the • 
record entirely from its own regular budgeL Field 100 will not be 
36 
entered for this particular record. 
Conversion to the common exchange format 
1. If the source da1abase uses an automated authority file for 
organU.adon umes, as described in Section IV, su~section a) of the 
Introduction, the audaity code in this field should be replaced 
automatically by 1he full form of 1he name for exchange purposes. 
2. If the field for funding source in the source database contains both 
the names of funding organizations and the names of intanal 
programmes and funding sources (such as Regular Budget) this 
information DBY be retained in field 100 of the CEF. 








Field 110 is used to indicate the year in which the development 
activity started or, if the activity is still at the planning stage, the year it 
is planned to stan. 
Description 
1. This field should contain the date that the ''funding organization" 
considers to be the starting date. 
2. Only the year should be entered. It should appear in the f onn 
yyyy, for example, 1991. 
3. If the year is a fiscal year, a clarifying note should be entered in 
field 111 (Stan date notes). If it is a calendar year, there is no need to 
enter a clarifying note in field 111. 
Examples 
1. The acti'tity is scheduled to begin in fiscal year 1992. 
Cont~~: ~f field 110: 1992 
2. The activity began in calendar year 1988. 
Content of field 110: 1988 
Conversion to the common exchange format 
It is envisaged that this field will be used as a ~trieval element and 
thcrefOR every effort should be made to provide the information in a 
~uievable form. Dates entered in ISO format (yyyy-mm-dd or 
yyyymmdd) are easily mrievable. Therefore, organizations that use 
ISO format can either drop the dara after the first four digits by 
specifying a field length of 4 cbaractm, ar, if convenient to the 
exchange partner, retain the date in ISO form. 
Proposed common ExdllnQI Fonnlf tot DMlopmllfl At:tMty lnfonnlflon 
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OrganU.ations entaing the dare in any other fonn (e.g. day, month, 
year, or last two digits of year) should make an effon to convert the 
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Field 111 is used if necessary to clarify the information entered in field 
110. 
Description 
1. When the stan date entered in field 110 refers to a fiscal year, this 
field will contain a phrase such as "Fiscal year'' or "FY," or the 
equivalent in the language of the "funding organization," and an 
indication as to when the fiscal year begins. It is not necessary to enter 
a note to indicate that the stan date is a calendar year. 
2. The field may also be used to enter any other iriformation to 
clarify the starting date, such as an indication of the reponing 
organiz.ation' s definition of starting date (the date the activity was 
approved, the date the funds were obligated, the date on which the 
activity was beg-un, the first year of the budget amount reported in the 
record. etc.); 
Examples 
Fiscal year October 1 
FY April 1 
Date funds committed 
Reponed year 
Conversion to the common exchange format 
This field will usually be created, containing a constant value, m the 
time the data are converted to the CEFDA for expon. 
: 
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Field 120 is used to indicare the year in which the development 
activity ended or, if the activity is still active, the year it is planned to 
end. 
Desaiption 
1. This field should contain the date that the "funding organi7.ation" 
considers to be the completion date. 
2~ If the activity was terminated prior to planned completion (with 
activity status 4 in field 080), the date of termination should be entered 
in this field. 
3. Only dte year shouid be entered. It should appear in the form 
yyyy, for example, 1991. 
4. If the year is a fiscal year, a clarifying note should be entered in 
field 121 (Completion date notes). If it is a calendar year, there is no 
need to enter a clarifying note in field 111. 
S. If the activity described in the record is an ongoing programme 
with no envisaged completion dale, this should be indicated in this 
field ming a symbol, fer example .. ++++ ... agreed to between 
exchange partners. A clarifying note should be added in field 111. 
Examples 
1. 1be activity is scheduled to end in fiscal year 1996. 
Content of field 120: 1996 
2. The activity was completed in calendar year 1989. 
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3. The activity is an ongoing programme with no envisaged 
completion date. 
Content of field 120: ++++ 
Conversion to the common acbange format 
It is envisaged that this field will be used as a retrieval element and 
therefore every effort should be made to provide the information in a 
reuievable form. Dates entmd in ISO format (yyyy-IDDHid or 
yyyymmdd) are easily mrievable. Theldore, organizations that use 
ISO format can eitha drop the dala after the first four digits by 
specifying a field length of 4 characters, or, if convenient to the 
exchange partner, retain ihe dare in ISO fo:m. 
Organizations entering the dare in any other form (e.g. day, month, 
year, or last two digits of year) should make an effon to conven the 
date to the fonn yyyy by program. 
41 
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Field 121 is used if necessmy to clarify the infonnation entered in field 
120. 
Description 
1. When the completion date entered in field 120 :refers to a fiscal 
year, this field will contain a phrase such as "Fiscal year'' or ''FY," or 
the equivalent in the language of the "funding organization," and an 
indication as to when the fiscal year begins. It is not necessary to enter 
a note to indicate that the completion date is a calendar year. 
2. The field may also be used to enter any other information to 
clarify the information entered in field 120, such as an indication of 
the reporting organiz.ation' s definition of completion date (for example 
• 
the last year of the budget amount reponed in the record), or an • 
indication that the programme is ongoing. 
42 
Examples 
1. The date in field 120 is the last fiscal year of the budget amount 
reported in the record. 
Content of field 121: Reported year. FY April 1. 
2. The programme is ongoing. The symbol"++++" was entered in 
field 120. 
Content of field 121: Ongoing. 
Conversion to the common exchange format 
This field will usually be mated, containing a constant value, at the 
time the data are convened to-the CEFDAfor export.- -
Junt 1991 • 
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Field 130 is used to indicate the amount of funding approved by the 
.. funding organizarion" for the activity described in the record 
Description 
1. The information in this field will be in descriptive form. It will 
include one or more figures showing the le\rel of funding approved by 
the "funding organiDtion,. for the activity described in the re.cord, and 
any necessary explanatory or qualifying information. 
2. Descriptive information will be entered in the language, or one of 
the languages, of the "funding organization." 
3. The amount of funding will be given as either a single figure 
indicating the total amount approved by the ''funding organiz.ation" for 
the activity, or several figures Showing a breakdown of the budget by 
such elements as nX>de of financing or year. 
4. If the activity described in the record is being funded using more 
than one mode of financing (e.g. grant and loan), the field should 
contain the amount for each mode of financing in order to give an 
accmate picture of the level of assistance being provided. (See 
example 1 below.) 
S. If the somce da1abase provides an annual breakdown of the budget 
rather than a total figure, the annual figures should be given together 
with the years to which they apply. (Sec example 2 below.) 
6. For activities that are ongoing, completed, cancelled, or in 
abeyance, the figure(s) provided may be either the amount(s) 
approved or the actual committed amount(s). A clarifying note may be 
added (See example 3 below.) 
• 
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7. If the activity is in the planning stage, the anticipated amount(s) 
may be provided in order to give some indication of the size of the 
activity. 
8. The figurc(s) reponed in this field will be in the cwrency used in 
the financial systan of the '~g organi7.ation." The currency will 
be indicarcd in field 131. 
9. The figures will be entered as they appear in the source darablSe, 
either with ar without punctuation. If the figures appear in units of a 
thousand or a million, an explai>atory note should be added, as in the 
examples below. 
10. The field may also contain other information such as the source of 
the budget information, or a warning against regarding the data as 
official or against using it for sectoral, regional or country analysis. 
11. The field may be either repeatable or non-repeatable. 
Examples 
• 
1. The activity described in the record is being funded partially 
through a grant of 32.367 ,CXYJ U.S. dollars and partially through a loan • 
of 17,633,000 U.S. dollars. The figures are cited in thousands of U.S. 
dollars and without punctuation. The source of the budget data is also 
given. 
Content of field 130: Grant 32367 x 000 
Loan: 17633 x 000 
Souzee of data: 1992 Congressional 
presentation 
Units of data: Thousands of U.S. 
dollars 
2. The source database contains separate budget figures for each year 
of a project. Fer the activity described in the record, 11.000 U.S. 
dollars~ blldgeted for 1989 and 10,000far1990. The amounts are 
given in thousands ot'U.S. dollars. Users are given a warning 
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Content of field 130: Annual amounts X <XX>: 
1989: 11 
1990: 10 
This dala should not be used as a basis 
for sectml or iegional analysis. 
3. The activity described in the teconl is being funded on a cost 
sharing basis by the UNDP, which is the "funding organization." The 
UNDP contribution is 110,<XX> U.S. dollars. 1be amount provided is 
the initial approval. 
Content of field 130: UNDP contribution, Initial approval: 
110.<XX> 
4. The activity is in the planning stage. The estimated budget amount 
is 65,000 U.S. dollars. Budget figures are entered in the source 
database in thousands of U.S. dollars. 
Content of field 130: Estimated amount: 65 X 000 
S. The source database shows the total funding for the activity 
described in the record as 426544000 Japanese Yen. 
Content of field 130: 
6. The total budget is fifty million Iralian lire. In the source database 
the budget figure is given in millions of lire, in this case, fifty. 
Content of field 130: SOmilione 






Field 131 is used to jndicatc the cmrency in which the budget figure in 
field 130 is cited. 
Description 
The currency of the budget figure should be indicated using the codes 
listed in Annex m. 
Examples 
The "funding organization" operates in French francs. 
Content of field 131: FRF 
The "funding organization" operates in U.S. dollars. 
Content of field 131: USO 
Conversion to the common exchange format 
In most cases this field will be CRated, containing as a constant value 
the currency in which the ''funding organization" operates, at the time 
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Field 140 is used to indicate the subject of the development activity 
using descriptors selected from the Macrochesaurus for Information 
Processing in the Field of Economic and Social Development (the 
OECD Maaothesaurus).12 
NOTE: Descriptms or subject headings 1aken from any other s0urce 
are not entered in field 140 but in field 150 (Local descriptors). 
Description 
1. This field ,will contain descriptors that describe the main subjects 
of the activity and the geographic area(s) on which it is focused. 
2. The descriptors entered in this field must be selected from the 
Macrothesaurus. 
3. If the SO\D"Ce database contains both Macrothesa\U'Us and non-
Macrothesa\U'US descriptors and these are not distinguished by being 
entered in separate fields, the descriptors should not be entered here 
but in field 150. 
4. Any number of descriptors may be selected. They should be 
entered: 
• either as separate occurrences of a repeatable field, 
• or as a descriptor string with each dcscriptar between special 
characters. 
S. The descriptors may be entered in any one of the official 
languages of the Macrothesaurus. (At pcsent lhere are three official 
language versions - :English, French and Spanish.) 
·~fer Ec:anomit Co-opermion and Dcvdopmem. Macrodlesaurus for 
Information ProcesMg in die Field of Ecooomic and Social Development. 4th 
edition. Paris. OECD, 1991. 
Proposed Common Exchange Format for Dmlopm«1t Activity lnfonnltlon 
Examples 
1. /public adminisualion/ /oorruption/ /civil seivanw /behaviour/ 
/Asia/ 
2. LEISHMANIASIS 










Conversion to the common exchange format 
H the descriptors in the source database are entered between special 
characters, rather than as separate occurrences of a repeatable fie~ it 
might be necessary, in order to accomodate the needs of the exchange 
• 
partner, to convert the data to the repeatable fonn at the time of • 
conversion to the CE.FDA for expon. 
" """'1911 • 
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Field 150 is used to indicate the subject of the development activity 
using descriptOrS Cl' subject headings selected from a somcc other than 
the Macrothesamus for lnfonnation Processing in the Field of 
Economic and Social Development 
NOTE: DescriptorS from the M.acrothesuaurus are entered in field 140. 
Description 
1. This field will contain descriptors or subject headings that describe 
the main subjects of the activity and the geographic area(s) on which it 
is focused. 
· 2. If the descriptor field in the source database contains a mixture of 
descriptors from both the Macrothesaurus and other sources, they 
should 0e entered here, rather than in field 140. 
3. The field may also be used, when desCriptors from the 
Macrothesaurus have been enterm in field 140, to enter descriptors 
that do not !all within the scope of the~' but that the 
"funding organization" n:quiles for its own needs, for example, names 
of cities, names of lakes, and names of ~gions Bl the subnational level 
4. Any number of descriptors or subject headings may be selected. 
They should be entaed: 
• either as separate ~nces of a repe.arable fie~ 
• or as a descriptor string with each descriptor between special 
characters. 
S. The descriptors or subject headings will normally be enterm in the 
language, or one of the languages, of the "funding organiu.tion." 
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Examples 
1. The somce database contains pn=-coordinated subject headings. 
They are entaed in sepan.te occmrences of a repeatable field. 
Content of field ISO: 
Balance of payments 
F.conometric models Fiscal policy 
P.conomettic models Sttuctural adjustment 
Small open economies 
2. The somce database contains descriptors selected from an in-
house thesaurus, entered between slashes. 
Content of field 150: 
/Small farms/ /Irrigation/ /Sprinkler irrigation/ /Irrigation system 
construction/ /Agricultural credit//Ecuador/-/Agricultural 
extension//Famw:.r tnining/ /Soil conservationi 1W at.er 
conservation/ /WaftC supply structure maintenance/ /Ylata user 
• 
associations/ /Private voluntary organimtions/ • 
50 
3. The source database contains one field for descriptors from the 
Macrothesaurus and anodler for descriptors from a locally-maintained 
list of additional descriptors. 
Content of field 140 (OECD Macrothesaurus descriptors): 
/HOUSING PROJECTS/ /SE..F-HELP/ /SITES AND 
SERVICES/ trRADmONAL 1EOINOLOOY/ trRAINING 
PROORAMMFS/ /JNDW 
Content of field 150 (Local descriptors): 
/CAU:UTrA//BO'MBAY/ 
Conversion to the common acbange format 
If the descriptors in the somce database are enteled between special 
characters, rather than as separate occurrences of a repeatible field, it 
might be necessaiy, in order to aa:omodate the needs of the exchange 
Junl 1911 • 
.-
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partner, to convert the dala 10 the tq1C1tablc f01m at the time of 
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Field 160 is used to indicare the soun:e of the descriptors or subject 
headings that have been entered in field 150 (Local descriptors). 
Description 
1. The field will usually contain the title of the thesaurus, subject 
headings list or descriptor list used by the "funding organization." 
2. The field may be repeatable if more than one source is used. 
Examples 
1. The source database contains descriptors from the Macrothesaurus 
supplemented by descriptors selected from a locally maintained list. 
Content of field 160: Macrothesaurus 
In-house descriptors 
2. All the descriptors in the source database are taken from the n.o 
Thesamus. 
Content of field 160: ILO Thesaurus 
Conversion to the conunon acbange format 
This field will normally be created, containing the title of the thesaurus 
or subject heading list as a constant value, at the time the data are 












Field 170 is used to enter a description ex smmnary of the 
development activity described in the m:ord. 
Description 
1. The abstract will be written in the language, or one of the 
languages, of the "funding organization." 
2. If the source database contains several descriptive data elements, 
for example, a pre-project summary of aiim and a post-project 
summary of results, these may be placed together in the abstract field 
Examples 
1. Project to reduce the consumption of fuel wood in Mali by 
establishing a self-stlfticient, private sector system for producing and · 
distributing affordable fuel-efficient metal cookstoves in Bamako. 
Volunteers in Technical Assistance (VITA) will implement the project 
in cooperation with the Laborasoire d'Energie Solaire, which operates 
under Mali's National Office ofWarer and F.nergy. 
2. The C.airo Mearo, a high-capacity mass uanspon system, is being 
built by the Egyptian Ministry of Transport. The underground section 
of the line, running through densely populated areas, will be excavated 
by the cut-and-fill method. The purpose of this project is to train 
Egyptian researchers and technicians in the use of instrumentation for 
field measurement of ground motion in excavations. Egyptian 
engineers will determine the ground response to tunnelling, and 
produce a numerical simulalion model for soil-structure intaaction. 
Post-project summary: To assess the effects of underground 
consllUction on adjacent buildings and sttuctures, researchers from 
Ain Shams University and the University of Alberta, Canada, studied 
= 
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ground reaction cbaracteristics of the Cairo area. Field measurements 
of a tunnel and an underground station of one of the Cairo Metro lines 
were compiled based on a technique called the "Observational 
Method." This involved equipment installation in the ground to 
measure horizonaW and va1ical ground movements, water ~ure, 
internal suesses in the structmal elements. and soil ~ure .. Collected 
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Field 200 is used to identify the documents and repons that describe 
the design, implementation and results of the development activity 
described in the record 
Description 
1. The following kinds of documents will be listed in this field: 
• Program and design documents produced at die planning stage, 
outlining the development approach, the scope and the details of 
the planned development activity; 
• Implementation, monitoring and evaluation documents outlining 
experience in the course of the development activity (progress 
repons, evaluation repons, final reports, tenninal repons, etc.); 
• Research studies and technical reports desaibing methodologies 
and tc:iclu1ologies that have been ICSCal'Ched, tested or applied by 
the development activity (including published works. jomnal 
articles, theses and dissertations produced as a result of the 
activity). 
2. The documents and repons should be desaibed in free fonn and 
in the language of the •lfunding organization." Each document 
description should include the following elements: · 
• document number, symbol, call number or other identification 
• title 
• author (if cited on the document) 
• date of publication or mue 
• availability (if relevent. For example, whether permission to see 
the document must be obtained from the government or 
organi7.ation receiving assistance, the source from which the 
document is available, the form in which it is available, etc.) 
Proposed Common &dlangl Fonnlt fol DMlopmllll At:tMty lnfolmltlOn 
3. This field may be either repeatable, with each document 
description in a separate occurrence of the field. or non-repeatable, 
with the document descriptions entatd one after the other. 
Examples 
1. PD-AAX-592 Grant Agreement (PROAG) : Grant agreement 
between United S18teS of America and the Arab Republic of Egypt for 
commodity impons. 9 Feb 1988. 
PD-AA Y-394 Prog Amstance Approval Document (P AAD) : Egypt : 
commodity import program. 3 Feb 1988. 
2. 1. BlR8UCl'8tic behaviour in Hong Kong. 1 v. ~various pagings). 
1978. 2. Bureaucratic behaviour and development in Asia : final repon 
of the Philippine team. Iv. (various pagings). 1979. 3. IDRC {Asia) 
project on "Bureaucratic Behaviour and National Development" : 
report of the Malaysian team. 1 v. {various pagings). 1979. 
Conversion to the common exchange format 
• 
If the soUICe database does not include details about the documents 
related to the activity, this field could be created at the time of •. 
conversion to the CEFDA. containing an indication as to where 
information about soun:e documentalion is available. 
· Example: Repons listed in library database. 




Annex 1 Country and region codes 
Source: lntemalional Organization for StandardiD!ion. Codes for the 
Rep!esentadon of Names of Cmntries. 3nl. ed. Geneva, ISO, 1988 
(ISO 3166-1988). Regional groupings 1dlect those of the UN 
Swistical Office's Standant Counuy or~ Codes for Saatistical 
Use. New Yolk, U.N., 1982 (STJESAJSTAT/SER.M/49/Rev.2). The 
codes for these regions wae devised by the UN Advisory Committee 
for the Co-ordination of Information Sysaans (ACCIS). Otha' 
geographical. econoinic orpotiticat gmupinp may be mated. Codes 
assigned U> regional groupings should begin with the letter "Q". 
I. Countries In slphbetical order Bouvet Island BVI' 
Brazil BRA 
Afghanistan AFG British Indian Ocean Territory JOT 
Albania ALB Bnmei Dmus,salam BRN 
Algeria DZA Bulgaria BGR 
American Samoa ASM BmkinaFaso BFA 
Andorra AA1D Burma see Myanmar 
Angola AGO Burundi BDI 
Anguilla AV\ Byelonissian SSR BYS 
Antigua and Barbuda ATG 
Argentina ARG Cambodia KHM 
Aruba ABW Cameroon CMR 
Australia AUS Canada CAN 
Austria Al.IT Cape Verde a>V 
Cayman Islands CYM 
Bahamas BHS Central African Republic CAF 
Bahrain BHR Ow:t TCD 
Bangladesh BOD awe OIL 
Barbados BRB Olina QIN 
Belgium BEL Olristmas Island CCR 
Belize BLZ C.ocos (Keeling) Islands CCK 
Benin BEN Colombia COL 
Bennuda BMU Comoros COM 
Bhutan BTN Congo COG 
Bolivia BOL Cook Islands COK 
Botswana BWA Costa Rica CRI 
June 1991 
Proposed Common Exchangt Format lot DMlopment At:tMty lnfotmltlon • COte d 'lvoire av Haiti H11 
Cuba CUB Heard and McDonald Islands HMD 
Cyprus CYP Hondmas HND 
Czechoslovakia CSK Hong Kong HKG 
Hungary HUN 
Denmark DNK 
Djibouti Dn Iceland ISL 
Dominica DMA India IND 
Dominican Republic DOM Indonesia IDN 
Iran (Islamic RepQblic of) IRN 
EastTunor TMP Iraq IRQ 
Ecuador ECU &eland IRL 
Egypt EGY Israel ISR 
El Salvador SLV Italy ITA 
Equatorial Guinea GNQ Ivory C.oast see Cote d'Ivoire 
Ethiopia Enl 
Jamaica JAM 
Falkland Islands (Malvinas) FLK Japan JPN 
Faroe Islands FRO Jordan JOR 
Fiji Fn 
Finland FIN Kenya KEN • France FRA Kiribati KIR French Guiana GUF. Korea, Dem. People's Republic of PRK French Polynesia PYF Korea. Republic of KOR 
French Southern Territories ATF Kuwait KWr 
Lao People's Democratic Republic LAO 
Gabon GAB Lebanon LBN 
Gambia GMB Lesodlo LSO 
German Democratic Republic DDR Uberia LBR 
Germany, Federal Republic of DEU Libyan Arab Jamahiriya LBY 
Ghana GHA Liechtenstein LIE 
Gibraltar om Luxembomg LUX 
Greece GRC 
Cbenland GRL Macau MAC 
Glcnada GRD Madapsr.ar MOO 
Guadeloupe GLP Malawi MWI 
Guam GUM Malaysia MYS 
Guatemala GTM Maldives MDV 
Guinea GIN Mali MU 
GUinea-Bissau GNB Malta MLT 
Guyana GUY Mmha1l Islands Mm.. 
SB JuM1•1 • 
• Ptoposed Common EldllnQe FonfJlt tot """'°""'"" AdiVltr lnlonnltlon Maninique MTQ Qatar QAT 
Mauritania MRT R.6union REU 
Mauritius MUS Romania ROM 
Mexico MEX Rwanda · RWA 
Micronesia FSM 
Monaco MCO St.Helena SHN 
Mongolia MNG Saint Kius and Nevis KNA 
Montsenat MSR SaintLucia LCA 
Morocco MAR St. Picm et Miquelon SPM 
Mozambique MOZ Saint Vincent and the Grenadines vcr 
Myanmar MMR Samoa WSM 
San Marino SMR 
Namibia NAM Sao Tome and Principe STP 
Nauru NRU Saudi Arabia SAU 
Nepal NPL Senegal SEN 
Netherlands 1''1...D Seychelles SYC 
Netherlands Antilles AJ\1T Sierra Leone SLE 
New Caledonia NCL Singapore SGP 
New :ZCaland NZL Solomon Islands SLB 
Nicaragua NIC Somalia SOM • Niger NER South Africa ZAF Nigeria NGA Spain ESP Niue NIU Sri Lanka LKA 
Norfolk Island NFK Sudan SDN 
Nonhern Mariana Islands MNP Sminame SUR 
Norway NOR Svalbard and Jan Mayen Islands SJM 
Swaziland swz 
Oman OMN Sweden SWE 
Swiazedand OIE 
Pakistan PAK Syrian Arab Republic SYR 
Palau · PLW 
Panama PAN Taiwan, Province of Cllina 1WN 
Papua New Guinea PNG Tamania, United Republic of TZA 
Paraguay PRY Thailand 1HA 
Peru PER Togo TOO 
Philippines PHL Tokelau TKL 
Pitcairn PCN Tonga TON 
Poland POL Trinidad and Tobago TIO 
Ponugal PRT Tunisia 1UN 
Puerto Rico PRI Turkey 1UR 
Turks and Caicos Islands TCA • June 1991 
Proposed Common Exchange Fonnat for DMlopmllll Activity lnformltlon 
Tuvalu 1UV 
Uganda UGA 
Ukrainian SSR UKR 
United Arab Emirates ARE 
United Kingdom GBR 
United States USA 









Virgin Islands (British) 
Virgin Islands (U.S.) 
























• II. Regional groupings Northern Africa QMD 
Algeria 
Africa QMA Egypt Libyan Arab Jamahiriya 
Morocco 
F.astem Africa QMB Sudan 
British Indian Ocean Territory Tunisia 
Bmundi Western Sahara 
Comoros 
Djibouti Soutbem Africa QME 
Ethiopia Botswana 
Kenya Bouvet Island 
Madagascar French Southern 
Malawi Territories 




Seychelles South Africa 
Somalia Swaziland • Tanzania., United Republic of Western Africa QlttF Uganda Benin 
l.ambia Burkina Faso 
Zimbabwe CapeVelde 
C_te d'Ivoire 
Middle Africa O!\!C Gambia 
Angola Ghana 
Cameroon Guinea 




Equatorial Guinea Niger 
Gabon Nigeria 




• June 1991 11 
Proposed Common Exchange Fonnat for~ ActMty lntonnltlon • Americas QNA Northern America QND 
Bermuda 
Caribbean QNB Canada 
Anguilla Oreen1and 
Antigua and Barbuda St. Pierre et Miquelon 
Aruba United States 
Bahamas 
Barbados South America QNE 
Cayman Islands Argentina 
Cuba Bolivia 
Dominica Brazil 
Dominican Republic Oille 
Grenada Colombia 
Guadeloupe F.cuador 
Haiti Falkland Islands 
Jamaica (Malvinas) 
Martinique French Guiana 
Montserrat Guyana 
Netherlands Antilles Paraguay 
Puerto Rico Peru 
Saint Kitts and Nevis Suriname • Saint Lucia Uruguay Saint Vincent and Venezuela 
the Grenadines Asia QRA 
Trinidad and Tobago 
Tmks and Caicos Islands F.utemAsia QRB 
Virgin Islands 01ina 
(British) Hong Kong 
Virgin Islands (U.S.) Japan 
Central America QNC Korea, Democratic People's Republic of 
Belize 
Costa Rica Korea, Republic of 
El Salvador Macau 
Guatemala Mongolia 




62 Junf 1SS1 • 
• llfOpolld Common EldJMfll Fonul lot DMlopnMnt AclMty lntonnltlon 
Southeastern Asia QRC Europe QSA 
Bninei Dmussa1am 
Otmbodia Fastem Europe· QSB 
EastTunor Bulgaria 
Indonesia Czecboslovalda 






Thailand Nortbem Europe QSC 
Viet Nam Denmark 
Faroe Islands 




India Svalbard and Jan 
• Iran (Islamic Republic) Mayen Islands Maldives Sweden Nepal United Kingdom Pakistan 
Sri Lanka Southern Europe QSD 
Albania 






Kuwait San Marino 
Lebanon . Spain 
Oman Vatican Oty State 
Qatar Yugoslavia 
Saudi.Ambia 
Syrian Arab Republic 
Tmkey 
United Arab Emirates 
Yemen 
Yemen, Democratic • June 1991 
Proposed Common &dlangt Fomrat for DMlopment At:IMty lntonnlflon 



















































































Selected from: lntr.nWional OJpni7.ation far StandardiDtion. Code 
for the Representation of Names of Languages. Geneva, ISO, 1988 
(ISO 639-1988), Table 1-Alpbabetical Ust of Two-letter Language 
Symbols. . 
af Hebrew iw 
sq Hindi hi 
am Hungarian hu 
ar 
hy Icelandic is 
Indonesian in 
bn Italian it 
dz 
bg Japanese ja 
my 
be Korean ko 
km Laotian lo 
zh Latvian Iv 
hr Lithuanian It 
cs 
Malagasy mg 
da Malay ms 
nl Maltese mt 
en Nepali ne 
et Norwegian no 
fi Persian fa 
fr Polish pl 
Ponuguese pt 
de Punjabi pa 
el 
gu 
Proposed Common Exchange Fonnat fol Dmlopmlllf Activity lnfonnltlon • Romanian ro Sudanese SU 
Russian ru Swahili SW 
Swedish sv 
Sanskrit sa 
Serbian SI' Tamil ta 
Serbc>Ooatian sh Thai th 
Sindhi sd Tibetan bo 
Smghalese si Turldsh tr 
Slovak sk 
Slovenian s1 Ukrainian uk 
Somali so 






























British Virgin Islands 
Brunei 
June 1991 
Selected from: International Organization for Standardimtion. Codes 
for the Representation of Currmcies and Funds. 2nd. ed. Geneva, ISO, 
19si. aso 4211), Table 1E. 
N.B. BCE.AO= Banque C.mtrale des Etats de 1' Afrique de l'Ouest 




Algerian Dinar DZD 
us Dollar USD 
Kwanz.a AOK 
East Caribbean Dollar XCD 
Argentine Peso ARP 
Australian Dollar AUD 
Schilling ATS 
Bahamian Dollar BSD 
liahraini Dinar BHD 
Taka BDT 
Barbados Dollar BBD 
Belgian Fmnc BEF 
Belize Dollar BZD 
O:A Franc BCEAO XOF 
Bermudan Dollar BMD 
Indian Rupee INR 
Bolivian Peso BOP 
Pu1a BWP 
Norwegian Krone NOK 
Ouzeiro BRC 
US Dollar USD 
Brunei Dollar BND 
Proposed Common &change Fonnat tor Dlvelopmllft AclMty tntonnatlon • Bulgaria Lev BGL 
Burma Kyat BUK 
Burundi Burundi Franc BIF 
Byelorussian SSR Rouble SUR 
Cambodia Riel KBR 
Cameroon. United Republic of CFA Franc BEAC XAF 
Canada Canadian Dollar CAD 
cape Verde cape Vente &cudo CVE 
Cayman Islands Cayman Islands Dollar KYD 
C.Cnttal African Republic CFA Franc BEAC XAF 
Chad CFA Franc BEAC XAF 
Chile . Oillean Peso a.P 
China Yuan Renminbi CNY 
Colombia Colombian Peso COP 
Comoros Comoros Franc KMF 
Congo CFA Franc BEAC XAF 
Costa Rica Costa Rican Colon CRC 
Cuba Cuban Peso CUP 
Cyprus Cyprus Pound CYP 
Cu.choslovakia Koruna CSK • Denmark Danish Krone DKK 
Djibouti Djibouti Franc DJF 
Dominica East Caribbean Dollar XCD 
Dominican Republic Dominican Peso OOP 
EastTunor Tunor Escudo TPE 
:Ecuador Sucre ECS 
Egypt Egyptian Pound EGP 
El Salvador El Salvador Colon SVC 
Equatorial Guinea Ekwe1e OQE 
Ethiopia Ethiopian Birr ETB 
Falkland Islands (Malvinas) FaJlcland Islands Pound FKP 
Fiji Fiji Dollar FJD 
Finland Maikka FIM 
France mncbFranc FRF 
French Guiana mncbFranc FRF. 
French Polynesia Cl"PFranc XPF 
" Jutlf 1111 • 
• Gabon CFA Franc BEAC XAF 
Gambia Dal&si GMD 
Germany, Federal Republic of Deutsche Miik DEM 
Ghana c.edi GHC 
Greece ·Drachma ORD 
Grenada East Caribbean Dollar XCD 
Guadel~ French Franc FRF 
G\1atemala Queml GTQ 
Guinea Syli GNS 
Ouinca-Bissau Guinea-Bissau Peso OWP 
Guyana Guyana Dollar GYD 
Haiti Gourde HTG 
US Dollar USO 
Honduras Lempira HNL 
Hong Kong Hong Kong Dollar HKD 
Hungary Forint HUF 
Iceland Iceland Krona ISK 
• India Indian Rupee INR Indonesia Rupiah JDR Iran Iranian Rial IRR Iraq Iraqi Dinar IQO 
Ireland Irish Pound IEP 
Israel Shekel ~ 
Italy Lira rIL 
Ivory Coast CF A Franc BCEAO XOF 
Jamaica Jamaican Dollar JMD 
Japan Yen JPY 
Jordan Jordanian Dinar JOO 
Kenya Kenyan Shilling KES 
Kiribati Australian Dollar AUD 
Korea. Dem. People's Republic of Nonh Korean Won KPW 
Korea. Republic of Won KRW 
Kuwait Kuwaiti Dinar KWD 
Lao People's Democratic Republic Kip LAK 
Lebanon Lebanese Pound LBP 
• June 1991 
Proposed Common Exchange Fonnat tot DMlopm"" Adlvlty lnfonnltlon 
Lao tho Rand ZAR • Maloci LSM 
Liberia Liberian. Dollar LRD 
Libyan Arab Jamahiriya Libyan Dinar LYD 
Luxembomg Luxembourg Franc LUF 
Macau Pmca MOP 
Madagascar Malagasy Franc MGF 
Malawi Kwacba MWK 
Malaysia Malaysian Ringgit MYR 
Maldives Maldive Rupee MVR 
Mali MaliFranc MLF 
Malta Malrese Pound MTP 
Maninique French Franc FRF 
Mauritania Ouguiya MRO 
Mauritius Mauritius Rupee MUR 
Mexico Mexican Peso MXP 
Mongolia Tugrik MNT 
Montserrat F.ast Caribbean Dollar XCD 
Morocco Moroccan Dirham MAD 
Mozambique Metical MZM • Namibia Rand ZAR Nauru Australian Dollar AUD 
Nepal Nepalese Rupee NPR 
Netherlands Nethetlands Guilder NLG 
Netherlands Antilles Nethellands Antillian Guilder ANG 
New Caledonia CFPFranc XPF 
New 7.ealand New l,ealam Dollar NZD 
Nicaragua Cordoba NIC 
Niger C:A Franc BCEAO XOF 
Nigeria Naila NON 
Norway Norwegian Krone NOK 




Papua New Guinea POK 
Paraguay PYO 
'10 JuM 1911 • 
• ,.,. common EBlllnft FGnut lor DMlopln"" At:iMt, lntonndon Pero Sol PES 
Philippines Philippine Peso PHP 
Poland Zloty PlZ 
Ponugal Portuguese Escudo PIE 
Puerto Rico USDollar USD 
Qatar QatariRial QAR 
Reunion French Franc F'RF 
Romania Leu ROL 
Rwanda Rwanda Franc RWF 
St.Helena St. Helena Pound SHP 
St. Kitts-Nevis-Anguilla But Caribbean Dollar XCD 
Saint Lucia But Caribbean Dollar XCD 
Saint Vincent and the Grenadines East Caribbean Dollar XCD 
Samoa Tala WST 
Sao Tome and Principe Do bra sro 
Saudi Arabia Saudi Rial SAR 
Senegal CFA Franc BCEAO XOF 
Seychelles Seychelles Rupee SCR 
• Sierra Leone Leone SIL Singa?ore Singapore Dollar SGD Solomon Islands Solomon Islands Dollar SBD Somalia Somali Shilling sos 
South Africa Rand ZAR 
Spain Spanish Peseta ESP 
Sri Lanka Sri Lanka Rupee LKR 
Sudan Sudanese Pound SOP 
Suriname Suriname Guilder SRG 
Swaziland Lilangeni SZL 
Sweden Swedish Krona SEK 
Switzerland Swiss Franc OiF 
Syrian Arab Republic Syrian Pound SYP 
Taiwan. Province of China ,, New Taiwan Dollar TWD 
Tanzania, United Republic of Tanmnian Shilling ~ 
Thailand Baht nm 
Togo CFA Franc BCEAO XOF 
Tokelau New Zealand Dollar NZD 
Tonga Pa'anga TOP 
Trinidad and Tobago Trinidad and Tobago Dollar TID 
Tunisia Tunisian Dinar TND • June 1991 71 
Proposltl Common Exchange Fonnlt tor DM/opm"" Activity lnfonnltlon 
Turkey Tudcisb Lira TRL • Tuvalu Australian Dollar AUD 
Uganda UgandaShillin UGS g' 
Ukrainian SSR Rouble SUR 
Union of Soviet Socialist Rep. Rouble SUR 
United Arab Emirates UAEDirham AED 
United JCingdom Pound Sterling GBP 
United States US Dollar USD 
Upper Volta C:A Franc BCEAO XOF 
Uruguay Uruguayan Peso UYP 
Vanuatu Vatu vuv 
Venezuela Bolivar VEB 
Viet Nam Dong VND 
Western Sahara Spanish Peseta ESP 
Ouguiya MRO 
Moroccan Dirham MAD 
Yemen Yemeni Rial YER • Yemen, Democratic Yemeni Dinar YDD Yugoslavia New Yugoslavian Dinar YUD 
'.Zaire '.Zaire ZRZ 
z.ambia Kwacha ZMK 






Annex 4 Sample conversion tables 
and sample converted records 
June 1991 
This annex demonstrales bow data from 1be ftlCDl'ds of four 
development activity dalabases - Jn1er-Agency Development 
Resemch lnfomwion System (IDRIS), VNDP. Registec of 
Development Activities of the United Nalions Sysiem (ACCIS-RDA), 
and the U.S. Agency for lmr:malional Development-would be 
converted to the pmposed CoonllJD &change Format. For each 
source database tht2isacmespondence18ble wilh the CEFDA 
followed by a sample recold from 1be datamwe - first as it appears in 
its original format, and then as it would appear in die CEFDA. 
NOTE: 1. The data elements shown are only a subset of those that 
1,_appear in the source records. 
2. The symbol" •.. " is used to indicate that a particular data 
element does not exist in the source database . 
73 
Proposed Common Exdlange Fonnat fol DMlopm"" Aellvlly lnfonnatlon · 
A. Inter-Agency Development Research lnfonnation System- /ORIS • 
IDRIS 
Jataml Sequmce Number (JSN) 001 Record idmtifaer (S) 
- (F'UI Cftllled ...,.mm, Ila ODde 002 Priac:ipml laapaae al remrd (B) ..... ) 
POIO Laa .. mad aplaled om Dale al ...... (S) 
POZO Agency me idmlifier 010 Adivity ID (B) 
P120 111111- liqliala 020 Ac::livity lide (B) 
Pl30 111111-Cldm lmpage 
... 030 Truulaled aaivity tide (S) 
PllO Damrqency 040 Funding orslllir.alion (E) 
P410 Oeoplpbical uea lnder lllldy 050 Cowmylregioa (E) 
· (Coumry ar rqiaa ume(1) in ... \, ..... .,., 
dac:riptar fClllll omival&ld IO 3·lllllr:r • L,,' \;_,..,- . . I •- . -
coda by pqnm. Oeognpbic .G-
dacripon alao tldlled iD citber 
CEFDA field 140 or CEFDA field 
150.) 
... (All ac:aivilia .,. 19aaidl projecu. 060 Type al acti\lil)' (S) 
Field c:1aled c:or!Uini"'I "Ruearc:b 
projec&".) .-:;...-
... (All funding by gram. Field c:naaed 070 Terma of u1i1U11CZ (S) 
c:anlaining lhe code "l ".) : .. ,.-- . 
... 0'71 Terma al u1i1U11CZ aCllel (0) • P060 5111111 al project (me ICll OllD'1atell 080 AClivity ~ ~ ~ ... J .. . --r . 
IO codea by progrma.) r .. .i........ • 
P310 Rccipicm iDaihlliaa 090 ueculing entity (B) 
P311 lmliluliaa mme 
P312 lmliuim city 
... 100 FUDdiag IOURle (S) 
Pl60 Dale 6mda onnnnm.t (In ISO fmm. 110 Esdawed, plamed or acsual nan 
Only finl 4 dip llllllfemd.) dalc (E) 
... (Field ...... cmteiniag Ila .... Ill Slalt dale DCll8I (0) 
•Yesflmda' iaed") 
Pl70 Complfliaa dale al 1Cti¥ity (ID ISO 120 Baeimrrl, planed Cll' 8'11111 
I-. Only finl4 clipa tnlllfwnd.) oamplllica dale (B) 
... 121 C"'1•«1iaa dale aata (0) 
P190 T.afmdiaabyclcmr.-:J 130 .... clacriplicm (0) 
P191 AIDama 
P194 PmdiagllGlel 




l'lopolld Common ,...,,, Fonnlf lot,,_,,,,,,,,,,,, AdMly w.nt111on 
P192 Oanmcy oode (ISO) 131 Ourency(O) 
P420 M8Cllltbalmu ...... delcripan Of 1..0 OiCD MKl'lllbeaaanaa ducrip.ol'I 
PG>il,.-.pc1111pblc (S) 
clmaipl.an ill field P410 ........ 
ben.) 
P430 ~ lllbjlc:& d11Clipan Of 150 1..t claaiplan (S) 
PGOil ab1ea1. .... ..-clac:riptoll 
ill &eld 1410 n edded llac.) 
160 Dllcripor DCllCI (0) 
P440 Ablaaa-llllaJilh no Abllncl(S) 
F 
P450 Alilllacl-adlllr-... 
1'610 Pall-pvj=& lllllllDllJ 
P620 Pall-pvj=l 1111111DU7 adier llnpqc 
P630 Trainin1 infonnalian 
P340 Availability fl docummll 200 Sauce doc:ummwion (S) 
Sample source record - IDRIS 
File: 60/SDC/3-6 ISN: 105 Agency: .JrCA 
Donor: .JICA 
JPN 
Record last updated: 19910415 Alternate lang: 
Title: Industrial In.ztrumentation Technology Centre of Espirito 
Santo I SENJ...:: 
Total funding by donor agency: 426544000 JPY 
- Donor funding by fiscal year 






JICA missions, 7 experts, equipment 
JICA missions, 6 experts, equipment 
Date funds committed: 19850306 Completion date: 19900305 
Status: Closed 
- Recipient Institutions -
SENAI/ES Industrial Instrumentation Technical Centre 
Espirito Santo BR 
Address: Av. Marechal Mascarenhas de Morais, 2235 Bento 
Ferreira, Victoria, Espirito Santo 
June 1991 75 
- Researchers -
Lorenzoni Borgo, Ivan A. 
Function: Regional Director 
- Cooperating Institutions -
Japan. Ministry of Labour 
Macrothesaurus descriptors: /technological institutes/ /instru-
mentation industry/ /electronics/ /measurement/ 
Area under study: /Brazil/ 
~ 
Abstract: The project will establish the Industrial Instrumen-
tation Technical Center of the Espirito Santo Regional Department 
of SENAI, to provide Brazilian trainees with knowledge and skill 
in the field of industrial instrumentation through training 
programs at the Center. The training programs will be conducted 
by Brazilian experts under the quidar.ca of Japanese experts. The 
details of the training program will be agreed upon between the 
two governments. The General Director of SENAI will bear overall 








CEFDA record converted from IDRIS record 
Record identifier: 105 
Principal language of 
record: 





Type of activity: 













Industrial Instrumentation Technology 






SENAI /ES Industrial Instrumentation 
Technical Centre, Espirito Santo 
1985 





mentation industry/ /electronics/ I 
measurement/ /Brazil/ 
Abstract: The project will establish the Industrial Instrumen-
tation Technical Center of the Espirito Santo Regional 
Department of SENAI, to provide Brazilian trainees 
with knowledge and skill in the field of industrial 
instrumentation through training programs at the 
Center. The training programs will be conducted by 
Brazilian experts under the guidance of Japanese 
experts. The details of the training program will be 
agreed upon between the two governments. The General 
Director of SENA! will bear overall responsibility for 
the implementation of the project • 
June 1991 71 
Proposed Common Ext:hange Fonnat for DMlopm"" Activity lnfonnat/on 
B. United Nations Development Progranrne - UNDP • 
UNDP Common £irchan1e Format 
- 001 Recard idmlif• (S) - (Field mlled ......... die .. 002 Principal ........ olncant (B) .•.. ) 
- CJCB' D• ol recard (S) 
Projllct llllllllS 010 Ac:liYi1y m <B> 
Tiiie 020 Ac:liYi1y lille (B) 
- 030 Tnmllll.ed ICllYily tide (S) 
(Pield.-1.....,;,,mia "UNDP-.> CMO Pundiaa crJllliuliDD (E) 
- (Camlted hm fira3 ..... ol 050 CaaaayJresim (B) prajllct DO) 
Projllct type O(iO Type of IClivlly (S) 
... 070 Tama of Uli-.:e (5) 
... 071 Tama of uailllllCC D1M1 (0) 
Projllct 1111111 (Pree lat_... ID 080 Ac:riviay 1111111 (E) 
coda by prapn.) 
Oort Cllllllllllpllt lpllC)' 090 l!&eaating Clllii.y (E) 
Source ol flmda 100 Pundiaa llOUrCe (5) 
511niaa dlle (ID fonD dd/rmJ/yy. llO etajmeted, plumed Cll' ICIUIJ llart 
CmMrted IO 4-c1iai& yes by dale (E) 
prapa.) 
-· Ill 511ndll& DIMI (0) • Projllctii 4 lmd (ID fonD dd/rmJ/yy. 120 fejnwted, pllllmd Cll' ICIUll 
CoaYlltld IO 4-cligil yes by pn1p11D. camplaim dll& (E) 
w .. co 11:11111 ~ c miparilll dai aaly. 
PAinwed oa qihrlaa dlle cmpmd 
........... l>anlian.) 
·- 121 eoa.,lelian dlle narea (0) 
UNDP mmri1u1iaa. illlillll ~ 130 hdpl delClipion (0) 
(USS)Cfalllllelmmlllllldldaa 
cama.a'flllle:•lnilill.....,..a.· 
(Pield ................. 131 c.rc.:,(O) 
'"USO-.) 
- 140 OBCD Mlcfttt •naa clelcqlt.arl 
(S) 
Projlc&b1ipar'I 150 Locll~(S) 
- 160 Dem:riplar .... (0) - no Allllnl:l (S) - 200 Saun:edaa1 Illian (5) 




Sample source record- UNDP 
PROJECT NUMBER: BRA/88/019/G/01/99 
TITLE: . TRAINING ANO TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE FOR HOUS-
ING, URBAN INFRASTRUCTURE AND INSTITUTIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT 
FIRST APPROVAL DATE: 
LATEST APPROVAL DATE: 
YEAR LAST REPHASED: 







GOVT COUNTERPART AGENCY: 
PROJECT TYPE: , 
MAIN ACTIVITY: 
MINISTRY OF HOUSING AND SOCIAL WELFARE 
FULL PROJECT ACTIVITY 
DEVELOPMENT PLANNING 




HOUSING AND INFRASTRUCTURE 
0 YEARS, 90 MONTHS 
28/11/88 
OPERATIONS START DATE: 28/11/88 
FIELD WORK COMPLETED: 
PROJECT COMPLETED: 
UNDP CONTRIBUTION, INITIAL APPROVAL (US$) 
COST-SHARING, JNTTJAL APPROVAL (US$) 
UNDP CONTRIBUTION, THIS REVISION (US$) 
COST-SHARING THIS REVISION (USS) 
GCCC AMOUNT, THIS REVISION (LOCAL) 
GOVERNMENT AMOUNT, THIS REVISION (LOCAL) 
PROJECT DESCRIPTORS:INFRASTRUCTURE 























Propossd Common Ext:hanQI Format tor Developm"" Advlty lnlonnltlon 
CEFDA record converted from UNDP record 






Type of activity: 












TRAINING AND TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE FOR 




FULL PROJECT ACTIVITY 
2 




Initial approval: 144,928 
USO 
INFRASTRUCTURE 























c. UN Advisory Committee for the Coordination of lnlonnallon Sysiens. Register 
of Development Activities of the United Nations Systsm (ACCls-RDA) 
ACCls.RDA 
..... FilcNmiber(MPN) 001 ..... idmdficr (S) 
(Field mated ................ am MICipllllDaallCclnmrd (E) 
"en".) 
(Field mated ....... lnin. die ..... om D.ae al -.S (S) 
wllic:b 11111111l cll1a lapplied IO 
AOCIS) 
02 Aaivity ldmtilicr 010 Acli¥ity m (E) 
21 Tiiie mo Aai¥ily tide (E) 
-· 030 Tnm1lled IClivity li\Je (S) 
01 Repanlng orgllliulion 040 Amdina oralllialion (E) 
12 Counuytaru code 050 Counuy/l'egion (E) 
11 Type a Klivity (codea clplDlled so 060 'fype a Klivity (S) 
fne1C1L) 
... (For fui1ncing IClivilia only. 070 Term1 of a11i11ta11ce (S) 
Computed flOlll lhe pramcz or rieJc11 
41 • Oranu, 42 • Lciui1, 43 • CndiLI, 
44 • Equiiy invalmCllLI) 
... 071 Tcnm of u1inance noces (0) 
... (All aCliviliea are on-going. field 080 Aclivity 1WU1 (E) 
cruled CCllllailling "2".) 
... (Field 14 "Elen•ing agmcy" bu a 090 Eunmna mlity (E) 
diffcrti» mWling from CEFDA 
manillg. ACCIS couid niquat lbil 
dale clement flam puticipaling 
agencies f« fallft edilian1.) 
16 Punding aourcea 100 Ameling ICIUrCC (S) 
31 Flfllyeai· 110 Jiat'"'•ed, pl11111111for aCIUll Ila!\ 
dlle(E) 
... (lbc DC:Ae "RqlOllCd ya(' added u a 111 SWt dale DCllel (0) 
CCIDlll.llll value. 
32 I.All )Ur 120 Jillm•ec1. plmDed or aCIUll 
c iHiaDdlle(E) 
-· ('Jhc note "RcpoMcl ya(' added u a 121 Onplf&iaD dale DCllCI (0) 
cmaun1 value.) 
June 1991 11 
69- Far acdYilia adm ..... fium:ins. 130 Bud&c& dcac:ripciGD (0) 
107 mmllll badlflfia- ill lbclaemdaol 
us clallan. liada ficJd ... lip 111111 
,., ... field. IOltllll:r wida fieW 
........... ..,-1,..,-.... to• 
difl'aw wwwawww ol CEFDA field 
130. 
41-44 Fina . I aaMda. (fcalllal 
clmmmlellllllledu1a1111a1ftble: 
"'Dame ..... Roamlcd IO Ille mua& ........ 
(Field cnmedGCalliaiag "USD".) 131 Oamacy(O) 
-· 140 OECD Mecrubcauraa deecriptoll (S) 
22 DacriplOl'I 150 Local dcecripon (S) 
(Ficld cnaied wi&b- of 160 Daaip&or Dotel (0) 
thcuwue, bued Clll 'ICllC)' npplying 
originll cWa) 
... 170 Abcna(S) 
... 200 Soan:c doeumcnus.ian (S) 
























































CEFDA record converted from ACCIS·RDA record 
Record identifier: 
Principal language of 
record: 





Type of activity: 





Start date notes: 
Completion date: 





' 3975 O[; r ./ 
en r '· · ,, 
19900430 fJC; / .t 
FIJ87005F01 o ~ 
Strengthening engineering design ca-
pabilities 
FAO ~ :1 :: . , FJI ~ l ... c' 
Technical cooperation funded from 
extra-budgetary reso~rces 
2 
UNDP ,/ Ci 




A /' _, year. ~ ·· 
year • 
1987: 46 




Thousands. Rounded to the nearest 
thousand. 
USO 1 s j, 
Agricultural engineering 
Proposed Common Exchange Format tor DMlopm"" At:tMty lnfonnlfJon • D. U.S. Agency for International Development 
USAJD Common Exchanae Format 
flllllllll SflqllllD N..._(ISN) 001 Reoanl klmlifi• (S) 
- (Plelll .............. ~ OQ2 Priadpll lquage of recard (B) ..... ) 
P940 o.. ....... madlfied om 0. of recard (S) 
POIO Pntjla-- 010 AcdYity m <B> 
P050 Plojllllllide mo Aeli¥ily aide (E) 
- mo . Trm.llled M:liYlly tide (5) - (Yield ......... •'"'"8 "U.S. 040 Pundina cqlllizalim (B) . A.-,b .... Mi:aml 
o.v.lapm•i 
P040 Oeoplplic:-• (Ccawned to 050 Ccullrylregian (E) 
3.1 .. codes by pognm.) 
... 060 Type cl ecliYity {S) 
E503 l..oln,Onm (cmvened IO Cl:PDA 070 Term• of ulia.mce (S) 
coda by JllOIPllll) 
... 071 Term• of usillanl:e noca (0) 
8440 Projlllll 1111111 (Ccawned to CEPDA 080 Acdvity IWlll (E) 
coda by propa.) 
... (Iaf11111111iaa ill lbllnd. F'ltld .lded 090 Elec:uiina Clllity (E) 
m.aaally.) 
"" (Yield ............ "U.S. 100 Pllllllina uirce (S) • OcMnm..-.) E380 Bepinq filCll yes (ID fGllll Y'I· 110 Bchn•ed, planned or .au&l IUlft 
em.a.I 10 4 digill byprognm.) da(E) 
- (Plrld a.ed ....... "PY I Oct ID Ill S111t dlle m11e1 (0) 
30Sepl.9) 
E400 Badini Pill:ll Yes (ID f- '17· 120 BslmMed, planned or IClllal 
a....llD4d!PlbJprvpma.) CiOIDplelimi ... (I!) 
- (Yield__..,,., ... "PY I Octto 121 Complllimi dlle mllel (O) 305ep1.• 
8505 LOPc:m&(ftlllllll ....... iupplied 130 ....... ipiw(O) 
............. "XOOO. Sane ii 
USAIDO.,. lllllllp .... 
- (Plelllmilled.,,.,."*'I "USDi UI Olnm:y(O) - 140 OBCD Maa111t tu J_iplld (S) 
P400 .,... 150 ........... (S) 
- (l'ieldmilled ....... A.LJ>. UiO Dlll:riplar- (0) ............, 
P50l ProjlCl .... 170 Abllnc&(S) 






Sample source record- USAID 
4970347 Indonesia 
Small Scale Irrigation Management 
FY 85 - 93 Status: A Total LOP Cost (X000):$ 50000 
Loan or Grant I Appropriation Code I LOP Cost: G/FN/ 32367 
L I FN I 17633 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
ABSTRACT 
Project to develop small-scale irrigation technologies and 
management systems in support of diversified cropping patterns 
in selected Indonesian eastern islands. The Ministry of Public 
Works and its Directorate General of Water Resources Development 
will implement the project. 
The project will develop and construct irrigation systems 
to provide reliable water supply to 25, 000 ha in South Sulawesi; 
Nusa Tenggara Barat (NTB), and Nusa Tenggara Timur (NTT), all 
regions of erratic precipitation. Water for at least double 
cropping will be provided by surface diversion at 3 sites, surface 
lift at 2 sites, and reservoirs and groundwater at 5 sites each. 
All four schemes will be used in S. Sulawesi and NTB; investments 
in NTT will focus on groundwater. All systems will maximize the 
irrigated area at each site and will be adaptable to areas outside 
the project. Groundwater efforts will afford the opportunity for 
developing farmer owned and operated shallow wells and expanding 
the private sector's role. 
In a decentralization effort, the project will establish (S. 
Sulawesi) or strengthen (NTB, NTT) management programs of 
provincial and section Public Works offices. Activities include 
introducing improved management tools (use of economic and social 
criteria for site selection and of site profiles in the design 
process, developing a performance monitoring systm and section-
level management and maintenance schemes, and methods for 
managing local contractors). Training to support this effort 
includes 18 M.A. degrees in engineering and social sciences, 
short-term programs for 15 individuals, 24 association organizers 
(WUAO' s - originally used in Sederhana II [4970252]) to encourage 
farmer participation in site selection, design, management, and 
maintenance and to promote establishment of WUA's. WUOA's will 
be supervised and, as an efficiency measure, will be moved between 
sites. Means of involving farmers at the 5 groundwater development 
sites will be determined during implementation. 
The project will also support special studies: 5-8 on policy 
and management; 5-9 for producing plans and proposals; and 3-5 
for evaluating project performance • 
June 1991 
DESCRIPTORS: /Water supply//Irrigation system construction/ 
/Small/ /System design/ /Cropping patterns/ /Agricultural water 
management//Participants//Technical training//Water use asso-
ciations//Community participation//Decentralization/ 
/Provinces//Indonesia/ - /Double cropping//Surface irrigation/ 
/Ground water recharge/ /Reservoirs/ /Site selection/ /Graduate 
education//Economic studies//Policy analysis//Evaluation/ 
/Engineering education//Social science education/ · 
c. 
DOCUMENTS RELATED TO PROJECT 
PD-AAR-422 Project Paper (PP) 
Small scale irrigation management 
20 Jun 1985, 2v. 
ISN=40525 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
PD-AAZ-081 Grant Agreement (PROAG) ISN=63241 
Amendment no. 2 project grant agreement between the Republic of 
Indonesia and the United States of America for small scale 
irrigation management 
21 Aug 1989, 2 p. + annex 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
• 
PD-ABA-227 Special Evaluation ISN=64166 
Mid-term evaluation : small scale irrigation management project, • 
Indonesia 
Nov 1989, xix, 32 p. + 3 appendices 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
PD-ABB-363 Proj Eval Summary(PES)/Eval Summary(ES) ISN=67374 
Small scale irrigation management 
17 May 1990, 6 p. 




CEFDA record c:overted from USAID record 
Record identifier: 
Principal language of 
record: 





Type of activity: 





Start date notes: 
Completion date: 








Small Scale Irrigation Management 






Ministry of Public Works 
U.S. Government 
1985 
FY 1 Oct to 30 Sept 
1993 
FY 1 Oct to 30 Sept 
Grant: 32367; Loan: 17633 X 000. Source 
is USAID Congressional presentation . 
USD 
/Water suppiy//Irrigation system construction/ /Small/ !System 
design/ /Cropping patterns/ /Agricultural water management/ I 
Participants/ /Technical training! /Water use associations/ I 
Community participation//Decentralization//Provinces/ /Indone-
sia/ - /Double cropping//Surface irrigation/ 
/Ground water recharge//Reservoirs//Site selection/ /Graduate 
education//Economic studies//Policy analysis//Evaluation/ 
/Engineering education//Social science education/ 
Descriptor notes: A.I.D. Thesaurus 
Abstract: 
Project to develop small-scale irrigation technologies and 
management systems in support of diversified cropping patterns 
in selected Indonesian eastern islands. The Ministry of Public 
Works and its Directorate General of Water Resources Development 
will implement the project. 
The project will develop and construct irrigation systems 
to provide reliable water supply to 25, 000 ha in South Sulawesi, 
Nusa Tenggara Barat (NTB), and Nusa Tenggara Timur (NTT), all 
regions of erratic precipitation. Water for at least double 
June 1991 11 
cropping will be provided by surface diversion at 3 sites, surface 
lift at 2 sites, and reservoirs and groundwater at 5 sites each. 
All four schemes will be used in S. Sulawesi and NTB; investments 
in NTT.will focus on groundwater. All systems will maximize the 
irrigated area at each site and will be adaptable to areas outside 
the project. Groundwater efforts will afford the opportunity for 
developing farmer owned and operated shallow wells and expanding 
the ·private sector's role. 
In a decentralization effort, the project will establish 
($.Sulawesi) or strengthen (NTB, NTT) management programs of 
provincial apd section Public .Works offices .• Activities include 
introducing improved management tools (use of economic and social 
criteria for site selection and of site profiles in the design 
process, developing a performance monitoring systm and section-
level management and maintenance schemes, and methods for 
managing local contractors). Training to support this effort 
includes 18 M.A. degrees in engineering and social sciences, 
short-term programs for 15 individuals, 24 association organizers 
(WUAO' s - originally used in Sederhana II [4970252]) to encourage 
• 
farmer participation in site selection, design, management, and 
maintenance and to promote establishment of WUA's. WUOA's will 
be supervised and, as an efficiency measure, will be moved between 
sites. Means of involving farmers at the 5 groundwater development 
sites will be determined during implementation. 
The project will also support special studies: 5-8 on policy • 
and management; 5-9 for producing plans and proposals; and 3-5 
for evaluating project performance. 
Source documentation: 
PD-AAR-422 Project Paper (PP) 
Small scale irrigation management 
20 Jun 1985, 2v. 
ISN=40525 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
PD-AAZ-081 Grant Agreement (PROAG) ISN=63241 
Amendment no. 2 project grant agreement between the Republic of 
Indonesia and the United States of America for small scale 
irrigation management 
21 Aug 1989, 2 p. + annex . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
PD-ABA-227 Special Evaluation ISN=64166 
Mid-term evaluation : small scale irrigation management project, 
Indonesia 
Nov 1989, xix, 32 p. + 3 appendices . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
PD-ABB-363 Proj Eval Summary(PES)/Eval Summary(ES) ISN=67374 
Small scale irrigation management 
17 May 1990, 6 p. 





Annex 5 Description of the ISO 2709 format 
June 1991 
Bued on: lntanational Organindan fer S1811daJdiDtion. 
Documentation· Format for Bibliographic Information Interchange on 
Magnetic Tape. (Rev. ed.)Gencva, ISO, 1981. (1802709-1981). 
NOTE: The standard calls for the use of dnee special characters. 
These are: 
• The first character of the subfield jdc:ntificr- character IS 1 of 
ISO 646.13 (ASCII character 31, bexadecimal lF) 
• The field separator- character IS2 of ISO 646 (ASCII character 
30, hexadecimal lE) 
• The record sepamor- character IS3 of ISO 646 (ASCII 
character 29, hexadecimal ID) 
A record in ISO 27(1} format consists of a record label, a director)', 
datafields separated by field separators, and a record separator. 
Record label 
The record label is of fixed length (24 characters) and contains the 
follov.ing elements: 
(a) Record length (character positions 0 to 4). The number of 
character positions in the (logical) mxJld including the record 
label, the directory. the dalafields. the field sepanuors and the 
teeard separator. A 5-digit decimal number right-justified and zero 
filled if necessary. 
(b) Record status (character position 5). A single character describing 
the swus of the record (for example new or amended) to be 
defined for each implementation. 
(c) Implementation·codes (character positions 6 to 9). Not defined. To 
be agreed to between exchange panncrs. Can be filled with zeros. . 
"Intema!ional Orpnimion fer StandardiraiolL 7-bil Coded Oaaracra' Set fer 
lnfonnalion Proces9on lntttcbange, Geneva, ISO, 1983. (ISO ~1983) 
19 
90 
(d) Indicator length (cbaracter position 10).14 A decimal digit showing 
the number of character positions for the indicators. If indicators 
me not used, 1bis should be mo. 
(e) Identifier lengdl (cbaracter position 11). A decimal digit showing 
the number of cbaracter posdons in the subfield identifier. If 
subfields me not used, this should be mo. 
(f) Base address of dara (character positions 12 to 16). The position of 
the first character of 1he data, calculated from the total number of 
c~ in 1he reconl label and the directory, including the field 
separator at the end of the directory. Five decimal digits, right 
justified and 7l:'n> tilled if necessmy. 
(g) To be defined by user systems (character positions 17 to 19). 
Directory map 
. (h) character position 20 - one decimal digit showing the length of the 
''field length" pan of each entty in the directory; 
(i) character position 21 - one decimal digit showing the length of the 
"starting character position" pan of each entty in the directory; 
(j) character position 22 - one decimal digit showing the length of the 
"implementation defined" part of each entty in the directory; 
(k) character position 23 - reseIVed for future use. 
Directory 
The directory contains a variable number of fixed length entries - one 
entty for each darafield in the m:ord. The entries appear in the same 
order as the fields to which they refer. 1be directory ends with a field 
separator. 
A direclDr)' entty consms of the followini elements: 
a> The field tag. 11Re cbaracters that identify the dataficld. These 
may be nUIDCric, alphabetic or alphanumeric; 
(m) The length of the d•blfield. The number of charac1m in the field, 
including indicae.ms and the field sc:pararm, but excluding the 
record separatm if the field is the last field of the record. 
11ndicarm am med inane infonnalian sysram to provide funherinformalion .. 








• June 1991 
·-
l'ropol4Jd eommon Ea:llM/ll ,.,,,,,, lot ,,,.,,.,,,,,, Al:llrlty 1n1onmt1on 
(n) The s18rting characta' position. A decimal number giving the 
position of lhe first cbaracta of 1he fieJd, !dative to the base 
addn:ss of 1he d8la (i.e. 1be first chalactcr of 1he first field, which is 
mo). 
(o) An implemen1adon-clef element. 
Directory entries me of fixed length. The length of a directmy entry is 
implementation defined. None of die dtments in a directmy entry 
may exceed nine cbmctas in length. Given that 1he field tag is never 
more than dm: charactas long, 1he maximum length of a directmy 
entry is 30 charactm. However, a panicu1ar implementation may 
require fewer characters. For example, the length of the directmy entry 
in the example at the end of this annex is 12. The length of each 
element in the dim:tmy entties is indicated in the directmy map pan 
of the record label. The elements in a directory entry are right-justified 
and zero filled if necessary. 
Datafields 
The datafields are each of variable length. Each one ends with a field 
separator. 
The presenre or absence of indicators and subfield identifiers is 
implementation defined. 
Field tag 001 is reserved for the reconl identifier, and tags 002 to 009 
are reserved for dala elements that may be required for the processing 
of the~ 
11 
11111111~t~f 11~ n~f 1m111111111 
286022 









The following is a simple example of a record in ISO 27@ format. It 
is taken from the "Registt.r of Development Activities of the United 
Nations System" and demonsttares the Mi~ISIS implementation of 
ISO Z'l@. Spaces have been insated between the elements in the 
record label and the directory for the sake of clarity. Each element is 
identified by a leurz coaesponding to 1he paragraph that describes it. · 
Mi~ISIS uses the character# for field and record separatOl'S. There 
are no indicators or subfield identifiers. The directory does not contain 
an implementation«tined element (o). 
0 0 00193 000 4 5 0 0 001 0004 00000 
(b) · (C) (d) (e) ( f) (g) (h) (i) (j) (k) (1) (m) (n) 
Record label > <1st Dir. entry> 
0002 00004 012 0004 00006 013 0004 00010 
(m) (n) (1) (m) (n) (1) (m) (n) 
<2nd Directory entry> <3rd Directory entry> <4th. Dir. entry> 
014 0004 00014 016 0003 00018 031 0005 00021 032 0005 
• 
(1) (m) (n) (1) (m) (n) (1) (m) (n) (1) (m) •. 
<5th. Dir. entry> <6th. Dir. entry> <7th. Dir. entry> <8th. Dir. 
00026 089 0002 00031 302 0007 00033 022 0011 00040 
(n) (1) (m) (n) (1) (m) (n) (1) (m) (n) 
entry> <9th. Dir. entry> <10th. Dir. entry> <11th. Dir. entry> 
021 0019 00051 002 0013 00070 300 0004 00083IILOIRIPNGI 
(1) (m) (n) (1) (m) (n) (1) (m) (n) 





Juttt 1•1 • 
